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Elliott Linwood's "Floaters" is part of the Axis Gallery exhibition "Seeing As Believing: Phosphene
Visions."

More Information

More info: "Seeing As Believing" and "10th Annual Dog And Cat Show"

SEEING AS BELIEVING

Where: Axis Gallery, 1517 19th St., Sacramento

When: Through Jan. 24. Noon to 5 p.m. Saturday-Sunday

Cost: Free

Information: (916) 443-9900

10TH ANNUAL DOG AND CAT SHOW

Where: Pamela Skinner/Gwenna Howard Contemporary Art, 723 S St.

When: Through Jan. 2. Noon to 5 p.m. Wednesday-Saturday

Cost: Free

Information: (916) 446-1786
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Visions become artworks
By Victoria Dalkey
Bee Art Correspondent
Published: Friday, Dec. 25, 2009 - 12:00 am | Page 31TICKET

What do you see when you close your eyes?

As a child, Ann Stoddard saw intense colors behind her closed lids, projected as if on a screen. This
phenomenon, one of several optic nonevents called phosphenes, is the subject of her brightly colored
series of paintings on unstretched canvas that attempt to call up her childhood experience.

It serves as a colorful introduction to "Seeing As Believing: Phosphene Visions," an exhibition curated
by medical doctor Koan Jeff Baysa at Axis Gallery. Baysa writes at length about the premises of the show
in an accompanying statement that offers some fascinating facts.

As Baysa tells it, before the 18th century there was confusion as to whether eyes emitted or received
light. One early belief was that eyes emitted beams of light that illuminated objects so that people could
see them.

Baysa's exhibition interrogates visual truth in an era when digital technology such as Photoshop makes
the very idea of photodocumentation suspect. We all know how images can be manipulated and
changed on computers, but Baysa is also interested in how images can occur without external light
sources as a result of a variety of medical and physiological conditions. Among the things that can
affect vision are illness, drugs, electrical, mechanical or magnetic stimulation of the eye's retina or the
brain's visual cortex.

Thus Warren Neiditch examines the subject of scotoma (Greek for darkness), also known as the blind
spot, in a pair of photos of clothespins that illustrate parallax vision. Adrienne Klein represents the
scotoma her mother experienced as a result of a tumor as a circular saw surrounding a black spot that
impairs our ability to see a street scene obscured in part by the saw.

Other works deal with visual phenomena caused by illness. Elliott Linwood's "Floaters" amplifies the
effect we all know of the perception of floating transparent objects on or in the eyeball caused by loose
materials within the eye's vitreous humor. These generally benign phenomena become overpowering in
Linwood's image, nearly obscuring the sight of a figure.

Allan de Souza's "Cluster" deals with his experience of a detached retina. To explore his hallucinations
after retina- reattachment surgery, he creates a cluster of four orbs, one representing the sun, two the
Earth and a final one suggesting the interior of the eye with blood vessels appearing. It's one of the
more aesthetically interesting works in the show.

Despite the subject of the exhibition, the show ironically isn't terribly interesting visually. The two works
that stand out most at first viewing involve motion. Jim Campbell's "Portrait of de Broglie," an ironic
homage to the scientist whose research created wave mechanics, a new field of physics, is an
intriguing projection in which a photo of de Broglie flickers and fades in pulsating patterns.
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Taras Polataiko's "Moth" is a dual projection of a moth being drawn to a flame and the blindfolded artist
groping his way toward the light, his disembodied hands reaching out to the viewer.

These and the least obviously theoretical works in the show, a pair of small, intricately patterned,
hallucinatory drawings by self-taught artist Amos Beaida – whose vision was affected both by retinitis
and diabetes – make the show more than a scholarly medical treatise.

Lots more fun to look at is the annual Cat and Dog Show at Pamela Skinner/Gwenna Howard
Contemporary Art. This compendium of pooches and pussycats ranges from Gary Dinnen's wildly
colored ceramic cat with angel wings and a bird perched on its head, to Cherie Hacker's elegantly
expressionistic images of dogs in shades of black, white and gray.

Among the standouts here are Joe Scarpa's "Fire Dog" and "Bull Dog," seen, as dogs so often are, riding
by with their tongues hanging out; Mick Sheldon's wild satirical image of a poodle in a magician's box;
and David Mayhew's "One Day I Became a Memory," a dreamlike landscape populated with surreal
animals.

I also liked Lena Gordon's "Midnight Swim," Chris Botta's "Bird Dog," Joy Bertinuson's "Spelling Lesson"
and Susan Tonkin Riegel's "In the Doghouse." 
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